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This buzzword appeared in 2004, but 
became popular in 2010 especially due 
to the proliferation of online games and 
virtual worlds.  Most of the discussion 
about gamification centers the business 
industry and very little attention has 
been paid to the education field.

So, what is Gamification?
“Gamification is the infusion of game 
mechanics, game design techniques, 
and/or game style in any activity or 
application to make it more attractive 
and fun.” 

Adapted from: http://gamification.org/
wiki/Gamification 

In a nutshell, gamification is the use of 
the same game mechanics applied in 
games to engage gamers to, in the case 
of businesses, persuade customers to 
buy a product, use a website, or promote 
a brand.  In the case of education, 
these game strategies can be used to 
increase class participation, academic 
performance, and to motivate students 
to be active participants in their own 
learning.  Ultimately, gamification 
helps to build a more engaging and fun 
learning experience. 

How does it work?
The goal of gamification is to identify 
activities that need improvement, 
and apply game tactics to make it 
more stimulating to achieve greater 

results. There are three components 
in gamification that are important 
to understand in order to take full 
advantage of all its benefits:  

• Player journal:  A player’s experience 
and progression in the game (levels of  
difficulty), well-defined mechanics (rules, 
how it works), dynamics (motivation, 
discovery, surprise, competitiveness, 
etc.), and aesthetics (pride, surprise, 
curiosity, envy, trust, fun, etc.) at every 
level of  the game.

• Game flow: The design  of  a gamified 
activity with skills and challenge levels 
in mind.  Find a balance between these 
two factors.

• Engagement loops: A visible progress/
reward, a motivating emotion, social 
engagement, and re-engagement 
incentives.  

Keep these components in mind as you 
start brainstorming your gamifying 
class activities.

What are the benefits of using 
gamification in an educational context?

It increases:

•Self-motivation

•Participation (being part of the learning 
process)

•Engagement (wanting to learn)

•Desire to learn

•Self-confidence

It also: 
•Empowers students to take ownership 
of their own learning
•Makes learning a fun activity
Some examples from the business 
industry are companies that are using 
gamification concepts to attract their 
customers; for instance, Foursquare, 
Scvngr, Samsumg, Salesforce, Google, 
Badgeville, WightWatchers, Facebook, 
Twitter to name a few.  

Duit Lorem Ipsum Dolor
Ut Wisi Ad Laoreet Imperdiet
Duit Lorem Ipsum Dolor
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. Apple is currently advertising over 140,000 apps for the 
iPad, according to Apple sources.
APPs are available either for free or at a cost. Applications 
can be downloaded to both personal computers (PCs) or 
Macintoshs via iTunes or directly to the iPad itself.
The iPad’s educational possibilities have been under-
estimated due to its popularity for entertainment and 
personal uses. This article will focus on Apps used for 
education and instruction-related tasks. 
Here at Hostos Community College, EdTech is launching 
an initiative known as the “iPad in The Classroom Pilot .”   
The initiative is intended to explore the potential uses of 
the iPad in the classroom, experiment with how iPads 
can enrich teaching and learning, and allow faculty an 
opportunity to test-drive an iPad to determine if the tool 
and its applications can assist in achieving teaching goals. 
Implementing the iPad in higher education means inves-
tigating and selecting the apps that might help you as an 
instructor.  Catherine Lewis, a faculty member at  Hostos, 
said “I have had my iPad since April of this year and it has 
changed my life in many ways.”    For more information 

on how the edTech iPad initiative can change your life 
and impact your classroom, contact Carlos Guevara at 
cguevara@hostos.cuny.edu
These are some APPs that we suggest you try out: 

Notes taking 
• NotesPlus  is a very natural and intuitive application 

for taking notes. It is almost as easy as using a pen 
and paper. Convert handwriting to text recommended 
by Catherine Lewis. 

Creating Video Tutorials:
• Educreations is a personal recordable whiteboard for 

the iPad, which captures both the user’s voice and 
digital handwriting for the creation of video lessons. 

• ScreenChomp is a free and simple to use APP, which 
allows the user to record content that is written on 

the whiteboard and it also records speech for audio and 
visual representation.

Reading
• Kindle  has an  app  that allows the  iPad access to the 

books and materials available on Amazon’s Kindle Store.  
• MyPDFs is a straightforward and easy to use PDF viewer 

for the iPad.
• Dropbox is a free service that allows you to store files and 

access them from multiple locations and devices.
• Team Viewer is used to remotely access your computer 

via your iPad. If you need to view a file, presentation, 
or application while away from your main computer, 
this app can allow you to both access and modify your 
information.

The Benefits and Challenges of  
Mobile Learning
by Wilfredo Rodriguez

Nowadays millions of people use different technologies 
for different reasons and purposes.  And this number keeps 
increasing every day worldwide.  Among these technologies 
are mobile devices, which are used by all age groups from 
toddlers to senior citizens.  They use mobile technology 
to communicate with their loved ones, friends, work, and 
for educational purposes as well.  In the educational field, 
mobile devices have gained usability because they are 
very portable and they have become very powerful.  Smart 
phones and tablets are capable of recording and playing 
audio, video, mass storage, connecting to the internet,  and 
instant messaging, just to mention some of their capabilities.  
These characteristics make mobile devices almost perfect 
for eLearning.

“Mobile devices such as laptops, PDAs, and smart phones, 
tablets connected to wireless networks enable mobility and 
facilitate mobile learning.  Mobility allows teaching and 
learning to extend beyond the traditional classroom; in the 
case of distance learning, users of portable devices can break 
the barrier of the home computer. Within the classroom, 
portable computing and communication devices give 

The education industry has yet to catch up with the other 
industries, especially when trends are predicting a higher 
usage of gamification techniques.  Gartner for example 
predicts that by 2015, more than 50 % of the companies will 
use gamification in their processes.  Some good examples 
in the education field are Scratch and Kodu (programming 
languages to create games), Badges for Lifelong Learning 
Initiative (a framework to build a community of practice and 
recognize the effort for learning), Quest to Learn (a school 
that uses game-like learning as a way to empower and engage 
students. URL: www.q2l.org)
What do we have in the classroom today?
And how can we gamify it?
These are a few examples of what type of games can be used 
to transform class activities and make them more fun:
Short: jeopardy, monopoly, board games (chess, bingo), sports 
games, role-play, etc.
Long: transforming classroom activities to generate rewards/
points/passes, convert the grading system as a leaderboard, 
use the CMS to create a scavenger hunt game.
When thinking about using any game to connect it to your class 
activities it is very important that you solve real problems, 
take advantage of the social nature of games, and generate 
surprise, adventure and create an epic experience.
Useful Resources to learn more about gamification:
• www.gamification.org
• www.funbrain.com
• www.educationarcade.org
• www.gamesineducation.org
• www.pbs.org/teachers
• http://dmlcompetition.net
• http://scratch.mit.edu

• Gamification by Design (book)
• And the most important one: “YOU.”
References:
• Amy Jo Kim, Gamification Workshop Presentation, 

retrieved August 1, 2012, from http://gamification.org/
wiki/Amy_Jo_Kim_Gamification_Workshop

• Csíkszentmihályi M., Nakamura J., The Concept of 
Flow, Handbook of Positive Psychology, 2002, page 
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9.1 can be found at Blackboard’s On Demand Learning Center 
Website: http://ondemand.blackboard.com/.
EdTech and the Office of Academic Affairs took a big step 
this semester by setting up all Fall 2012 Blackboard sections 
with predefined areas for “Course Information,” “Course 
Content” and “Assignments” with recommended postings as 
well as External Links to important support sites.  The goal is 
to make the Blackboard experience for students a little more 
consistent across disciplines and have all the important links, 
both for Blackboard support and other college services, at 
their disposal within 
the course. Here are 
some suggestions that 
might be helpful for 
the instructor:
•  State if you’re 

going to use 
Blackboard, and 
if so, how and for 
what.

•  Directions should 
be given on how 
to receive support, 
including the Help 
Desk, Blackboard 
workshops and 
online tutorials. 
Remind them that 
attending workshops earns them Rewards Points

•  If a student claims he/she is not getting into the CUNY 
Portal or Blackboard at all, refer them to the Student Help 
Desk, Room C595.

•  The first announcement should include a “How to 
navigate” the course.

•  All announcements to students should be posted in “An-
nouncements” as well as sent through email broadcasts. 
Students should be required to check “Announcements” 
at least twice a week (required in asynchronous and 
hybrid courses). 

•  Ask students to verify that their Hostos emails are linked 
to Blackboard by clicking on the “Update Email” link in 

their Blackboard Home Page.  They can update it there if 
it is not . Also require them to use their Hostos email for 
all course correspondence and clear out their mailbox 
regularly.

•  All assignments and documents announced as they are 
assigned, with a reminder on how to navigate to the 
area with the postings, and a link to the area in the “An-
nouncements.”   

•  Documents posted for download should be clearly 
stated as “downloadable”.   

•  Instructions should be 
posted on how to submit 
assignments, either by upload 
through an assignment link or 
handed in manually.

Hopefully these, along 
with the improvements 
implemented by CUNY and 
EdTech  will help students 
to quickly master effortless 
Blackboard navigation and 
allow them concentrate on 
their most important goal - 
success in their courses at 
Hostos.

IPads in Education
by Francisco Ordóñez

The iPad is a tablet computer designed and marketed by 
Apple Inc. The iPad went on sale in the United States in 
April 2010. According to a Google/Ipsos study, tablet 
penetration among U.S. household had hit 11 percent in 
just 18 short months and Apple sold sixty million IPad 
worldwide (source Apple 2012 ).
The iPad’s software comes from the Apple “App Store”, 
which is a digital application distribution platform developed 
and maintained by Apple Inc. This service allows users to 
browse and download applications from the iTunes Store 

This is the BIG question: If you are using Blackboard 
in your course and a student is having a problem with it, 
who should they see first for help?
The answer: you,the instructor, followed by the Student 
Help Desk, Room C595! From my experience as both 
a Blackboard facilitator and a Hybrid course instructor, 
I realize that many problems students have with 
Blackboard result from confusion on how to navigate a 
course or how the professor has set up course assets.  Most 
problems rarely stem from Blackboard technical issues.   
And occasionally the professor has made an error in the 
course setup.  These section-specific issues are the most 
difficult problems for the Student Help Desk to diagnose 
because they are not technical in 
nature. Nor do they typically result 
from technical illiteracy on the part 
of the student  More often than not it 
is a simple misunderstanding by the 
student of instructor requirements. 
 These are some of the most common 
problems for students that I encounter:
1. Students can’t get into 
Blackboard, even when they are 
able to log into the CUNY Portal 
– mostly this is because a student has more than one 
CUNY portal account, possibly due to having registered 
at more than one CUNY campus, and is unwittingly 
logging into the wrong account.  Unfortunately this is 
common. If a student is complaining about this problem, 
refer him/her to the Student Help Desk, room C595.
2. Students don’t see the class - often this is caused 
by what I’ve found to be the most common mistake-- an 
instructor forgets to make the course available.  Another 
problem I’m finding is that more and more students are 
now assuming all professors use Blackboard and go for 
tech support when they can’t find a section, not realizing 
that their professor is not using Blackboard.  We may 
have reached the point where all professors need to 
announce  whether they will use Blackboard or not in 
the first class.  This information should also be clearly 
stated in syllabi.
3. Students aren’t receiving announcements 
and emails from their professors - it’s possible that the 
students emails aren’t linked to Blackboard or they are 
checking the wrong email.  Also, students’ Hostos email 
boxes may be full and need to be cleared.
4. Students say they don’t see documents that 
are posted - I find multiple causes for this, from looking 
in the wrong Blackboard area to not recognizing the 

document names.  Sometimes students do not realize what a 
document posted in Blackboard looks like.
5. Students can’t download documents - this is often 
caused by student confusion over the difference between a posted 
downloadable file and an item’s content that was posted directly 
to Blackboard.  Other causes include large document files that 
download too slowly.  Other times students are unfamiliar with the 
download procedure and mistakenly save it without ever realizing 
it. Sometimes the professor makes an error by posting a document  
in a format that’s not downloadable—usually as an item instead of 
a downloadable file.
6. Students can’t upload an assignment - this is becoming 
a more common complaint, mainly because different professors 
post assignments differently.  Many now use the Assignment tool 
in Blackboard, which creates a link for students to upload their 
assignments. Other professors, however, post their assignments 
as items or downloadable documents and students then submit 
assignments either by hardcopy or by email.  This division of 

assignment delivery methods among faculty 
is confusing for students enrolled in multiple 
courses. 
7. Students don’t know where to find 
support - I’ve talked to students that have 
walked into all different offices - IT, Academic 
Affairs, Registrar, Counseling, Academic 
Advisement, Library, searching for help.  One 
even went to Public Safety!  
As you can gather from reading these examples, 
one of the keys to effective use of Blackboard 

by your students is student-instructor communication. To use 
Blackboard successfully students do need to be computer literate 
and net savvy (most students are to varying degrees), but more 
importantly they need to understand how to navigate each specific 
course setup, be aware of how a course’s assets are presented, and 
to know the required operations to access those assets.
Now, finally, besides the instructor, where do students find 
Blackboard support?  On the Hostos campus, students have 
the option of going to the Student Help Desk in room C595 for 
in-person support by tech tutors.  Its extension is 718 319-6622.  
They can also go to the EdTech website for tutorials and 
information at oit.hostos.cuny.edu/edtech/for-students.  They can 
register online for student workshops at http://oit.hostos.cuny.edu/
edtech/for-students/student-workshops-online-registration/.  For 
faculty, the EdTech Media Center site at http://oit.hostos.cuny.edu/
edtech/media-center/ has information on Blackboard 9.1.  Faculty 
can also recieve support from EdTech in room C556 orthrough 
their department liaison.
A bit of good news is that, along with the upgrade to 9.1, CUNY 
and Blackboard have expanded and enhanced support for students 
and faculty. CUNY now has a Blackboard website, www.cuny.
edu/blackboard where faculty and student user guides can be 
found including both print and video tutorials. Information on 
both campus and CUNY-wide workshops and schedules can be 
found at this site.  A complete, comprehensive collection of Bb 9.1 
videos and print tutorials and information pertaining to Blackboard 

“Implementing 
the iPad in higher 
education means 
investigating and 
selecting the apps 
that might help you 
as an instructor”

“If you are using 

Blackboard in your course 

and students are having a 

problem with it, who should 

they see first?”

Finding Student Support for  
Blackboard 9.1
by George Rosa   

 
Where students can �nd Blackboard Support 

Student Help Desk 
    Location: Room C595  

Hrs:  Monday to Saturday, 8:00 AM - 8:00 PM 

In-Person Workshops:  
online registration at http://oit.hostos.cuny.edu/edtech/for-students/student-workshops-online-registration/

Online Support - video and print tutorials 
Hostos Edtech Website Student Support:  oit.hostos.cuny.edu/edtech/ for-students/ 

CUNY Blackboard Website: www.cuny.edu/Blackboard - click on User Guides  

Student Help Desk, Room C595
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. Apple is currently advertising over 140,000 apps for the 
iPad, according to Apple sources.
APPs are available either for free or at a cost. Applications 
can be downloaded to both personal computers (PCs) or 
Macintoshs via iTunes or directly to the iPad itself.
The iPad’s educational possibilities have been under-
estimated due to its popularity for entertainment and 
personal uses. This article will focus on Apps used for 
education and instruction-related tasks. 
Here at Hostos Community College, EdTech is launching 
an initiative known as the “iPad in The Classroom Pilot .”   
The initiative is intended to explore the potential uses of 
the iPad in the classroom, experiment with how iPads 
can enrich teaching and learning, and allow faculty an 
opportunity to test-drive an iPad to determine if the tool 
and its applications can assist in achieving teaching goals. 
Implementing the iPad in higher education means inves-
tigating and selecting the apps that might help you as an 
instructor.  Catherine Lewis, a faculty member at  Hostos, 
said “I have had my iPad since April of this year and it has 
changed my life in many ways.”    For more information 

on how the edTech iPad initiative can change your life 
and impact your classroom, contact Carlos Guevara at 
cguevara@hostos.cuny.edu
These are some APPs that we suggest you try out: 

Notes taking 
• NotesPlus  is a very natural and intuitive application 

for taking notes. It is almost as easy as using a pen 
and paper. Convert handwriting to text recommended 
by Catherine Lewis. 

Creating Video Tutorials:
• Educreations is a personal recordable whiteboard for 

the iPad, which captures both the user’s voice and 
digital handwriting for the creation of video lessons. 

• ScreenChomp is a free and simple to use APP, which 
allows the user to record content that is written on 

the whiteboard and it also records speech for audio and 
visual representation.

Reading
• Kindle  has an  app  that allows the  iPad access to the 

books and materials available on Amazon’s Kindle Store.  
• MyPDFs is a straightforward and easy to use PDF viewer 

for the iPad.
• Dropbox is a free service that allows you to store files and 

access them from multiple locations and devices.
• Team Viewer is used to remotely access your computer 

via your iPad. If you need to view a file, presentation, 
or application while away from your main computer, 
this app can allow you to both access and modify your 
information.

The Benefits and Challenges of  
Mobile Learning
by Wilfredo Rodriguez

Nowadays millions of people use different technologies 
for different reasons and purposes.  And this number keeps 
increasing every day worldwide.  Among these technologies 
are mobile devices, which are used by all age groups from 
toddlers to senior citizens.  They use mobile technology 
to communicate with their loved ones, friends, work, and 
for educational purposes as well.  In the educational field, 
mobile devices have gained usability because they are 
very portable and they have become very powerful.  Smart 
phones and tablets are capable of recording and playing 
audio, video, mass storage, connecting to the internet,  and 
instant messaging, just to mention some of their capabilities.  
These characteristics make mobile devices almost perfect 
for eLearning.

“Mobile devices such as laptops, PDAs, and smart phones, 
tablets connected to wireless networks enable mobility and 
facilitate mobile learning.  Mobility allows teaching and 
learning to extend beyond the traditional classroom; in the 
case of distance learning, users of portable devices can break 
the barrier of the home computer. Within the classroom, 
portable computing and communication devices give 

The education industry has yet to catch up with the other 
industries, especially when trends are predicting a higher 
usage of gamification techniques.  Gartner for example 
predicts that by 2015, more than 50 % of the companies will 
use gamification in their processes.  Some good examples 
in the education field are Scratch and Kodu (programming 
languages to create games), Badges for Lifelong Learning 
Initiative (a framework to build a community of practice and 
recognize the effort for learning), Quest to Learn (a school 
that uses game-like learning as a way to empower and engage 
students. URL: www.q2l.org)
What do we have in the classroom today?
And how can we gamify it?
These are a few examples of what type of games can be used 
to transform class activities and make them more fun:
Short: jeopardy, monopoly, board games (chess, bingo), sports 
games, role-play, etc.
Long: transforming classroom activities to generate rewards/
points/passes, convert the grading system as a leaderboard, 
use the CMS to create a scavenger hunt game.
When thinking about using any game to connect it to your class 
activities it is very important that you solve real problems, 
take advantage of the social nature of games, and generate 
surprise, adventure and create an epic experience.
Useful Resources to learn more about gamification:
• www.gamification.org
• www.funbrain.com
• www.educationarcade.org
• www.gamesineducation.org
• www.pbs.org/teachers
• http://dmlcompetition.net
• http://scratch.mit.edu

• Gamification by Design (book)
• And the most important one: “YOU.”
References:
• Amy Jo Kim, Gamification Workshop Presentation, 

retrieved August 1, 2012, from http://gamification.org/
wiki/Amy_Jo_Kim_Gamification_Workshop

• Csíkszentmihályi M., Nakamura J., The Concept of 
Flow, Handbook of Positive Psychology, 2002, page 
89.
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9.1 can be found at Blackboard’s On Demand Learning Center 
Website: http://ondemand.blackboard.com/.
EdTech and the Office of Academic Affairs took a big step 
this semester by setting up all Fall 2012 Blackboard sections 
with predefined areas for “Course Information,” “Course 
Content” and “Assignments” with recommended postings as 
well as External Links to important support sites.  The goal is 
to make the Blackboard experience for students a little more 
consistent across disciplines and have all the important links, 
both for Blackboard support and other college services, at 
their disposal within 
the course. Here are 
some suggestions that 
might be helpful for 
the instructor:
•  State if you’re 

going to use 
Blackboard, and 
if so, how and for 
what.

•  Directions should 
be given on how 
to receive support, 
including the Help 
Desk, Blackboard 
workshops and 
online tutorials. 
Remind them that 
attending workshops earns them Rewards Points

•  If a student claims he/she is not getting into the CUNY 
Portal or Blackboard at all, refer them to the Student Help 
Desk, Room C595.

•  The first announcement should include a “How to 
navigate” the course.

•  All announcements to students should be posted in “An-
nouncements” as well as sent through email broadcasts. 
Students should be required to check “Announcements” 
at least twice a week (required in asynchronous and 
hybrid courses). 

•  Ask students to verify that their Hostos emails are linked 
to Blackboard by clicking on the “Update Email” link in 

their Blackboard Home Page.  They can update it there if 
it is not . Also require them to use their Hostos email for 
all course correspondence and clear out their mailbox 
regularly.

•  All assignments and documents announced as they are 
assigned, with a reminder on how to navigate to the 
area with the postings, and a link to the area in the “An-
nouncements.”   

•  Documents posted for download should be clearly 
stated as “downloadable”.   

•  Instructions should be 
posted on how to submit 
assignments, either by upload 
through an assignment link or 
handed in manually.

Hopefully these, along 
with the improvements 
implemented by CUNY and 
EdTech  will help students 
to quickly master effortless 
Blackboard navigation and 
allow them concentrate on 
their most important goal - 
success in their courses at 
Hostos.

IPads in Education
by Francisco Ordóñez

The iPad is a tablet computer designed and marketed by 
Apple Inc. The iPad went on sale in the United States in 
April 2010. According to a Google/Ipsos study, tablet 
penetration among U.S. household had hit 11 percent in 
just 18 short months and Apple sold sixty million IPad 
worldwide (source Apple 2012 ).
The iPad’s software comes from the Apple “App Store”, 
which is a digital application distribution platform developed 
and maintained by Apple Inc. This service allows users to 
browse and download applications from the iTunes Store 

This is the BIG question: If you are using Blackboard 
in your course and a student is having a problem with it, 
who should they see first for help?
The answer: you,the instructor, followed by the Student 
Help Desk, Room C595! From my experience as both 
a Blackboard facilitator and a Hybrid course instructor, 
I realize that many problems students have with 
Blackboard result from confusion on how to navigate a 
course or how the professor has set up course assets.  Most 
problems rarely stem from Blackboard technical issues.   
And occasionally the professor has made an error in the 
course setup.  These section-specific issues are the most 
difficult problems for the Student Help Desk to diagnose 
because they are not technical in 
nature. Nor do they typically result 
from technical illiteracy on the part 
of the student  More often than not it 
is a simple misunderstanding by the 
student of instructor requirements. 
 These are some of the most common 
problems for students that I encounter:
1. Students can’t get into 
Blackboard, even when they are 
able to log into the CUNY Portal 
– mostly this is because a student has more than one 
CUNY portal account, possibly due to having registered 
at more than one CUNY campus, and is unwittingly 
logging into the wrong account.  Unfortunately this is 
common. If a student is complaining about this problem, 
refer him/her to the Student Help Desk, room C595.
2. Students don’t see the class - often this is caused 
by what I’ve found to be the most common mistake-- an 
instructor forgets to make the course available.  Another 
problem I’m finding is that more and more students are 
now assuming all professors use Blackboard and go for 
tech support when they can’t find a section, not realizing 
that their professor is not using Blackboard.  We may 
have reached the point where all professors need to 
announce  whether they will use Blackboard or not in 
the first class.  This information should also be clearly 
stated in syllabi.
3. Students aren’t receiving announcements 
and emails from their professors - it’s possible that the 
students emails aren’t linked to Blackboard or they are 
checking the wrong email.  Also, students’ Hostos email 
boxes may be full and need to be cleared.
4. Students say they don’t see documents that 
are posted - I find multiple causes for this, from looking 
in the wrong Blackboard area to not recognizing the 

document names.  Sometimes students do not realize what a 
document posted in Blackboard looks like.
5. Students can’t download documents - this is often 
caused by student confusion over the difference between a posted 
downloadable file and an item’s content that was posted directly 
to Blackboard.  Other causes include large document files that 
download too slowly.  Other times students are unfamiliar with the 
download procedure and mistakenly save it without ever realizing 
it. Sometimes the professor makes an error by posting a document  
in a format that’s not downloadable—usually as an item instead of 
a downloadable file.
6. Students can’t upload an assignment - this is becoming 
a more common complaint, mainly because different professors 
post assignments differently.  Many now use the Assignment tool 
in Blackboard, which creates a link for students to upload their 
assignments. Other professors, however, post their assignments 
as items or downloadable documents and students then submit 
assignments either by hardcopy or by email.  This division of 

assignment delivery methods among faculty 
is confusing for students enrolled in multiple 
courses. 
7. Students don’t know where to find 
support - I’ve talked to students that have 
walked into all different offices - IT, Academic 
Affairs, Registrar, Counseling, Academic 
Advisement, Library, searching for help.  One 
even went to Public Safety!  
As you can gather from reading these examples, 
one of the keys to effective use of Blackboard 

by your students is student-instructor communication. To use 
Blackboard successfully students do need to be computer literate 
and net savvy (most students are to varying degrees), but more 
importantly they need to understand how to navigate each specific 
course setup, be aware of how a course’s assets are presented, and 
to know the required operations to access those assets.
Now, finally, besides the instructor, where do students find 
Blackboard support?  On the Hostos campus, students have 
the option of going to the Student Help Desk in room C595 for 
in-person support by tech tutors.  Its extension is 718 319-6622.  
They can also go to the EdTech website for tutorials and 
information at oit.hostos.cuny.edu/edtech/for-students.  They can 
register online for student workshops at http://oit.hostos.cuny.edu/
edtech/for-students/student-workshops-online-registration/.  For 
faculty, the EdTech Media Center site at http://oit.hostos.cuny.edu/
edtech/media-center/ has information on Blackboard 9.1.  Faculty 
can also recieve support from EdTech in room C556 orthrough 
their department liaison.
A bit of good news is that, along with the upgrade to 9.1, CUNY 
and Blackboard have expanded and enhanced support for students 
and faculty. CUNY now has a Blackboard website, www.cuny.
edu/blackboard where faculty and student user guides can be 
found including both print and video tutorials. Information on 
both campus and CUNY-wide workshops and schedules can be 
found at this site.  A complete, comprehensive collection of Bb 9.1 
videos and print tutorials and information pertaining to Blackboard 

“Implementing 
the iPad in higher 
education means 
investigating and 
selecting the apps 
that might help you 
as an instructor”

“If you are using 
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Finding Student Support for  
Blackboard 9.1
by George Rosa   

 
Where students can �nd Blackboard Support 

Student Help Desk 
    Location: Room C595  

Hrs:  Monday to Saturday, 8:00 AM - 8:00 PM 

In-Person Workshops:  
online registration at http://oit.hostos.cuny.edu/edtech/for-students/student-workshops-online-registration/

Online Support - video and print tutorials 
Hostos Edtech Website Student Support:  oit.hostos.cuny.edu/edtech/ for-students/ 

CUNY Blackboard Website: www.cuny.edu/Blackboard - click on User Guides  

Student Help Desk, Room C595
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. Apple is currently advertising over 140,000 apps for the 
iPad, according to Apple sources.
APPs are available either for free or at a cost. Applications 
can be downloaded to both personal computers (PCs) or 
Macintoshs via iTunes or directly to the iPad itself.
The iPad’s educational possibilities have been under-
estimated due to its popularity for entertainment and 
personal uses. This article will focus on Apps used for 
education and instruction-related tasks. 
Here at Hostos Community College, EdTech is launching 
an initiative known as the “iPad in The Classroom Pilot .”   
The initiative is intended to explore the potential uses of 
the iPad in the classroom, experiment with how iPads 
can enrich teaching and learning, and allow faculty an 
opportunity to test-drive an iPad to determine if the tool 
and its applications can assist in achieving teaching goals. 
Implementing the iPad in higher education means inves-
tigating and selecting the apps that might help you as an 
instructor.  Catherine Lewis, a faculty member at  Hostos, 
said “I have had my iPad since April of this year and it has 
changed my life in many ways.”    For more information 

on how the edTech iPad initiative can change your life 
and impact your classroom, contact Carlos Guevara at 
cguevara@hostos.cuny.edu
These are some APPs that we suggest you try out: 

Notes taking 
• NotesPlus  is a very natural and intuitive application 

for taking notes. It is almost as easy as using a pen 
and paper. Convert handwriting to text recommended 
by Catherine Lewis. 

Creating Video Tutorials:
• Educreations is a personal recordable whiteboard for 

the iPad, which captures both the user’s voice and 
digital handwriting for the creation of video lessons. 

• ScreenChomp is a free and simple to use APP, which 
allows the user to record content that is written on 

the whiteboard and it also records speech for audio and 
visual representation.

Reading
• Kindle  has an  app  that allows the  iPad access to the 

books and materials available on Amazon’s Kindle Store.  
• MyPDFs is a straightforward and easy to use PDF viewer 

for the iPad.
• Dropbox is a free service that allows you to store files and 

access them from multiple locations and devices.
• Team Viewer is used to remotely access your computer 

via your iPad. If you need to view a file, presentation, 
or application while away from your main computer, 
this app can allow you to both access and modify your 
information.

The Benefits and Challenges of  
Mobile Learning
by Wilfredo Rodriguez

Nowadays millions of people use different technologies 
for different reasons and purposes.  And this number keeps 
increasing every day worldwide.  Among these technologies 
are mobile devices, which are used by all age groups from 
toddlers to senior citizens.  They use mobile technology 
to communicate with their loved ones, friends, work, and 
for educational purposes as well.  In the educational field, 
mobile devices have gained usability because they are 
very portable and they have become very powerful.  Smart 
phones and tablets are capable of recording and playing 
audio, video, mass storage, connecting to the internet,  and 
instant messaging, just to mention some of their capabilities.  
These characteristics make mobile devices almost perfect 
for eLearning.

“Mobile devices such as laptops, PDAs, and smart phones, 
tablets connected to wireless networks enable mobility and 
facilitate mobile learning.  Mobility allows teaching and 
learning to extend beyond the traditional classroom; in the 
case of distance learning, users of portable devices can break 
the barrier of the home computer. Within the classroom, 
portable computing and communication devices give 

The education industry has yet to catch up with the other 
industries, especially when trends are predicting a higher 
usage of gamification techniques.  Gartner for example 
predicts that by 2015, more than 50 % of the companies will 
use gamification in their processes.  Some good examples 
in the education field are Scratch and Kodu (programming 
languages to create games), Badges for Lifelong Learning 
Initiative (a framework to build a community of practice and 
recognize the effort for learning), Quest to Learn (a school 
that uses game-like learning as a way to empower and engage 
students. URL: www.q2l.org)
What do we have in the classroom today?
And how can we gamify it?
These are a few examples of what type of games can be used 
to transform class activities and make them more fun:
Short: jeopardy, monopoly, board games (chess, bingo), sports 
games, role-play, etc.
Long: transforming classroom activities to generate rewards/
points/passes, convert the grading system as a leaderboard, 
use the CMS to create a scavenger hunt game.
When thinking about using any game to connect it to your class 
activities it is very important that you solve real problems, 
take advantage of the social nature of games, and generate 
surprise, adventure and create an epic experience.
Useful Resources to learn more about gamification:
• www.gamification.org
• www.funbrain.com
• www.educationarcade.org
• www.gamesineducation.org
• www.pbs.org/teachers
• http://dmlcompetition.net
• http://scratch.mit.edu

• Gamification by Design (book)
• And the most important one: “YOU.”
References:
• Amy Jo Kim, Gamification Workshop Presentation, 
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9.1 can be found at Blackboard’s On Demand Learning Center 
Website: http://ondemand.blackboard.com/.
EdTech and the Office of Academic Affairs took a big step 
this semester by setting up all Fall 2012 Blackboard sections 
with predefined areas for “Course Information,” “Course 
Content” and “Assignments” with recommended postings as 
well as External Links to important support sites.  The goal is 
to make the Blackboard experience for students a little more 
consistent across disciplines and have all the important links, 
both for Blackboard support and other college services, at 
their disposal within 
the course. Here are 
some suggestions that 
might be helpful for 
the instructor:
•  State if you’re 

going to use 
Blackboard, and 
if so, how and for 
what.

•  Directions should 
be given on how 
to receive support, 
including the Help 
Desk, Blackboard 
workshops and 
online tutorials. 
Remind them that 
attending workshops earns them Rewards Points

•  If a student claims he/she is not getting into the CUNY 
Portal or Blackboard at all, refer them to the Student Help 
Desk, Room C595.

•  The first announcement should include a “How to 
navigate” the course.

•  All announcements to students should be posted in “An-
nouncements” as well as sent through email broadcasts. 
Students should be required to check “Announcements” 
at least twice a week (required in asynchronous and 
hybrid courses). 

•  Ask students to verify that their Hostos emails are linked 
to Blackboard by clicking on the “Update Email” link in 

their Blackboard Home Page.  They can update it there if 
it is not . Also require them to use their Hostos email for 
all course correspondence and clear out their mailbox 
regularly.

•  All assignments and documents announced as they are 
assigned, with a reminder on how to navigate to the 
area with the postings, and a link to the area in the “An-
nouncements.”   

•  Documents posted for download should be clearly 
stated as “downloadable”.   

•  Instructions should be 
posted on how to submit 
assignments, either by upload 
through an assignment link or 
handed in manually.

Hopefully these, along 
with the improvements 
implemented by CUNY and 
EdTech  will help students 
to quickly master effortless 
Blackboard navigation and 
allow them concentrate on 
their most important goal - 
success in their courses at 
Hostos.

IPads in Education
by Francisco Ordóñez

The iPad is a tablet computer designed and marketed by 
Apple Inc. The iPad went on sale in the United States in 
April 2010. According to a Google/Ipsos study, tablet 
penetration among U.S. household had hit 11 percent in 
just 18 short months and Apple sold sixty million IPad 
worldwide (source Apple 2012 ).
The iPad’s software comes from the Apple “App Store”, 
which is a digital application distribution platform developed 
and maintained by Apple Inc. This service allows users to 
browse and download applications from the iTunes Store. 

This is the BIG question: If you are using Blackboard 
in your course and a student is having a problem with it, 
who should they see first for help?
The answer: you,the instructor, followed by the Student 
Help Desk, Room C595! From my experience as both 
a Blackboard facilitator and a Hybrid course instructor, 
I realize that many problems students have with 
Blackboard result from confusion on how to navigate a 
course or how the professor has set up course assets.  Most 
problems rarely stem from Blackboard technical issues.   
And occasionally the professor has made an error in the 
course setup.  These section-specific issues are the most 
difficult problems for the Student Help Desk to diagnose 
because they are not technical in 
nature. Nor do they typically result 
from technical illiteracy on the part 
of the student  More often than not it 
is a simple misunderstanding by the 
student of instructor requirements. 
 These are some of the most common 
problems for students that I encounter:
1. Students can’t get into 
Blackboard, even when they are 
able to log into the CUNY Portal 
– mostly this is because a student has more than one 
CUNY portal account, possibly due to having registered 
at more than one CUNY campus, and is unwittingly 
logging into the wrong account.  Unfortunately this is 
common. If a student is complaining about this problem, 
refer him/her to the Student Help Desk, room C595.
2. Students don’t see the class - often this is caused 
by what I’ve found to be the most common mistake-- an 
instructor forgets to make the course available.  Another 
problem I’m finding is that more and more students are 
now assuming all professors use Blackboard and go for 
tech support when they can’t find a section, not realizing 
that their professor is not using Blackboard.  We may 
have reached the point where all professors need to 
announce  whether they will use Blackboard or not in 
the first class.  This information should also be clearly 
stated in syllabi.
3. Students aren’t receiving announcements 
and emails from their professors - it’s possible that the 
students emails aren’t linked to Blackboard or they are 
checking the wrong email.  Also, students’ Hostos email 
boxes may be full and need to be cleared.
4. Students say they don’t see documents that 
are posted - I find multiple causes for this, from looking 
in the wrong Blackboard area to not recognizing the 

document names.  Sometimes students do not realize what a 
document posted in Blackboard looks like.
5. Students can’t download documents - this is often 
caused by student confusion over the difference between a posted 
downloadable file and an item’s content that was posted directly 
to Blackboard.  Other causes include large document files that 
download too slowly.  Other times students are unfamiliar with the 
download procedure and mistakenly save it without ever realizing 
it. Sometimes the professor makes an error by posting a document  
in a format that’s not downloadable—usually as an item instead of 
a downloadable file.
6. Students can’t upload an assignment - this is becoming 
a more common complaint, mainly because different professors 
post assignments differently.  Many now use the Assignment tool 
in Blackboard, which creates a link for students to upload their 
assignments. Other professors, however, post their assignments 
as items or downloadable documents and students then submit 
assignments either by hardcopy or by email.  This division of 

assignment delivery methods among faculty 
is confusing for students enrolled in multiple 
courses. 
7. Students don’t know where to find 
support - I’ve talked to students that have 
walked into all different offices - IT, Academic 
Affairs, Registrar, Counseling, Academic 
Advisement, Library, searching for help.  One 
even went to Public Safety!  
As you can gather from reading these examples, 
one of the keys to effective use of Blackboard 

by your students is student-instructor communication. To use 
Blackboard successfully students do need to be computer literate 
and net savvy (most students are to varying degrees), but more 
importantly they need to understand how to navigate each specific 
course setup, be aware of how a course’s assets are presented, and 
to know the required operations to access those assets.
Now, finally, besides the instructor, where do students find 
Blackboard support?  On the Hostos campus, students have 
the option of going to the Student Help Desk in room C595 for 
in-person support by tech tutors.  Its extension is 718 319-6622.  
They can also go to the EdTech website for tutorials and 
information at oit.hostos.cuny.edu/edtech/for-students.  They can 
register online for student workshops at http://oit.hostos.cuny.edu/
edtech/for-students/student-workshops-online-registration/.  For 
faculty, the EdTech Media Center site at http://oit.hostos.cuny.edu/
edtech/media-center/ has information on Blackboard 9.1.  Faculty 
can also recieve support from EdTech in room C556 orthrough 
their department liaison.
A bit of good news is that, along with the upgrade to 9.1, CUNY 
and Blackboard have expanded and enhanced support for students 
and faculty. CUNY now has a Blackboard website, www.cuny.
edu/blackboard where faculty and student user guides can be 
found including both print and video tutorials. Information on 
both campus and CUNY-wide workshops and schedules can be 
found at this site.  A complete, comprehensive collection of Bb 9.1 
videos and print tutorials and information pertaining to Blackboard 
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Where students can �nd Blackboard Support 

Student Help Desk 
    Location: Room C595  

Hrs:  Monday to Saturday, 8:00 AM - 8:00 PM 

In-Person Workshops:  
online registration at http://oit.hostos.cuny.edu/edtech/for-students/student-workshops-online-registration/

Online Support - video and print tutorials 
Hostos Edtech Website Student Support:  oit.hostos.cuny.edu/edtech/ for-students/ 

CUNY Blackboard Website: www.cuny.edu/Blackboard - click on User Guides  
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Apple is currently advertising over 140,000 apps for  the 
iPad, according to Apple sources.
APPs are available either for free or at a cost. Applications 
can be downloaded to both personal computers (PCs) or 
Macintoshs via iTunes or directly to the iPad itself.
The iPad’s educational possibilities have been under-
estimated due to its popularity for entertainment and 
personal uses. This article will focus on Apps used for 
education and instruction-related tasks. 
Here at Hostos Community College, EdTech is launching 
an initiative known as the “iPad in The Classroom Pilot .”   
The initiative is intended to explore the potential uses of 
the iPad in the classroom, experiment with how iPads 
can enrich teaching and learning, and allow faculty an 
opportunity to test-drive an iPad to determine if the tool 
and its applications can assist in achieving teaching goals. 
Implementing the iPad in higher education means inves-
tigating and selecting the apps that might help you as an 
instructor.  Catherine Lewis, a faculty member at  Hostos, 
said “I have had my iPad since April of this year and it has 
changed my life in many ways.”    For more information 

on how the edTech iPad initiative can change your life 
and impact your classroom, contact Carlos Guevara at 
cguevara@hostos.cuny.edu.
These are some APPs that we suggest you try out: 

Notes taking 
• NotesPlus  is a very natural and intuitive application 

for taking notes. It is almost as easy as using a pen 
and paper. Convert handwriting to text recommended 
by Catherine Lewis. 

Creating Video Tutorials:
• Educreations is a personal recordable whiteboard for 

the iPad, which captures both the user’s voice and 
digital handwriting for the creation of video lessons. 

• ScreenChomp is a free and simple to use APP, which 
allows the user to record content that is written on 

the whiteboard and it also records speech for audio and 
visual representation.

Reading
• Kindle  has an  app  that allows the  iPad access to the 

books and materials available on Amazon’s Kindle Store.  
• MyPDFs is a straightforward and easy to use PDF viewer 

for the iPad.
• Dropbox is a free service that allows you to store files and 

access them from multiple locations and devices.
• Team Viewer is used to remotely access your computer 

via your iPad. If you need to view a file, presentation, 
or application while away from your main computer, 
this app can allow you to both access and modify your 
information.

The Benefits and Challenges of  
Mobile Learning
by Wilfredo Rodriguez

Nowadays millions of people use different technologies 
for different reasons and purposes.  And this number keeps 
increasing every day worldwide.  Among these technologies 
are mobile devices, which are used by all age groups from 
toddlers to senior citizens.  They use mobile technology 
to communicate with their loved ones, friends, work, and 
for educational purposes as well.  In the educational field, 
mobile devices have gained usability because they are 
very portable and they have become very powerful.  Smart 
phones and tablets are capable of recording and playing 
audio, video, mass storage, connecting to the internet,  and 
instant messaging, just to mention some of their capabilities.  
These characteristics make mobile devices almost perfect 
for eLearning.

“Mobile devices such as laptops, PDAs, and smart phones, 
tablets connected to wireless networks enable mobility and 
facilitate mobile learning.  Mobility allows teaching and 
learning to extend beyond the traditional classroom; in the 
case of distance learning, users of portable devices can break 
the barrier of the home computer. Within the classroom, 
portable computing and communication devices give 

The education industry has yet to catch up with the other 
industries, especially when trends are predicting a higher 
usage of gamification techniques.  Gartner for example 
predicts that by 2015, more than 50 % of the companies will 
use gamification in their processes.  Some good examples 
in the education field are Scratch and Kodu (programming 
languages to create games), Badges for Lifelong Learning 
Initiative (a framework to build a community of practice and 
recognize the effort for learning), Quest to Learn (a school 
that uses game-like learning as a way to empower and engage 
students. URL: www.q2l.org)
What do we have in the classroom today?
And how can we gamify it?
These are a few examples of what type of games can be used 
to transform class activities and make them more fun:
Short: jeopardy, monopoly, board games (chess, bingo), sports 
games, role-play, etc.
Long: transforming classroom activities to generate rewards/
points/passes, convert the grading system as a leaderboard, 
use the CMS to create a scavenger hunt game.
When thinking about using any game to connect it to your class 
activities it is very important that you solve real problems, 
take advantage of the social nature of games, and generate 
surprise, adventure and create an epic experience.
Useful Resources to learn more about gamification:
• www.gamification.org
• www.funbrain.com
• www.educationarcade.org
• www.gamesineducation.org
• www.pbs.org/teachers
• http://dmlcompetition.net
• http://scratch.mit.edu

• Gamification by Design (book)
• And the most important one: “YOU.”
References:
• Amy Jo Kim, Gamification Workshop Presentation, 
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9.1 can be found at Blackboard’s On Demand Learning Center 
Website: http://ondemand.blackboard.com/.
EdTech and the Office of Academic Affairs took a big step 
this semester by setting up all Fall 2012 Blackboard sections 
with predefined areas for “Course Information,” “Course 
Content” and “Assignments” with recommended postings as 
well as External Links to important support sites.  The goal is 
to make the Blackboard experience for students a little more 
consistent across disciplines and have all the important links, 
both for Blackboard support and other college services, at 
their disposal within 
the course. Here are 
some suggestions that 
might be helpful for 
the instructor:
•  State if you’re 

going to use 
Blackboard, and 
if so, how and for 
what.

•  Directions should 
be given on how 
to receive support, 
including the Help 
Desk, Blackboard 
workshops and 
online tutorials. 
Remind them that 
attending workshops earns them Rewards Points

•  If a student claims he/she is not getting into the CUNY 
Portal or Blackboard at all, refer them to the Student Help 
Desk, Room C595.

•  The first announcement should include a “How to 
navigate” the course.

•  All announcements to students should be posted in “An-
nouncements” as well as sent through email broadcasts. 
Students should be required to check “Announcements” 
at least twice a week (required in asynchronous and 
hybrid courses). 

•  Ask students to verify that their Hostos emails are linked 
to Blackboard by clicking on the “Update Email” link in 

their Blackboard Home Page.  They can update it there if 
it is not . Also require them to use their Hostos email for 
all course correspondence and clear out their mailbox 
regularly.

•  All assignments and documents announced as they are 
assigned, with a reminder on how to navigate to the 
area with the postings, and a link to the area in the “An-
nouncements.”   

•  Documents posted for download should be clearly 
stated as “downloadable”.   

•  Instructions should be 
posted on how to submit 
assignments, either by upload 
through an assignment link or 
handed in manually.

Hopefully these, along 
with the improvements 
implemented by CUNY and 
EdTech  will help students 
to quickly master effortless 
Blackboard navigation and 
allow them concentrate on 
their most important goal - 
success in their courses at 
Hostos.

IPads in Education
by Francisco Ordóñez

The iPad is a tablet computer designed and marketed by 
Apple Inc. The iPad went on sale in the United States in 
April 2010. According to a Google/Ipsos study, tablet 
penetration among U.S. household had hit 11 percent in 
just 18 short months and Apple sold sixty million IPad 
worldwide (source Apple 2012 ).
The iPad’s software comes from the Apple “App Store”, 
which is a digital application distribution platform developed 
and maintained by Apple Inc. This service allows users to 
browse and download applications from the iTunes Store 

This is the BIG question: If you are using Blackboard 
in your course and a student is having a problem with it, 
who should they see first for help?
The answer: you,the instructor, followed by the Student 
Help Desk, Room C595! From my experience as both 
a Blackboard facilitator and a Hybrid course instructor, 
I realize that many problems students have with 
Blackboard result from confusion on how to navigate a 
course or how the professor has set up course assets.  Most 
problems rarely stem from Blackboard technical issues.   
And occasionally the professor has made an error in the 
course setup.  These section-specific issues are the most 
difficult problems for the Student Help Desk to diagnose 
because they are not technical in 
nature. Nor do they typically result 
from technical illiteracy on the part 
of the student  More often than not it 
is a simple misunderstanding by the 
student of instructor requirements. 
 These are some of the most common 
problems for students that I encounter:
1. Students can’t get into 
Blackboard, even when they are 
able to log into the CUNY Portal 
– mostly this is because a student has more than one 
CUNY portal account, possibly due to having registered 
at more than one CUNY campus, and is unwittingly 
logging into the wrong account.  Unfortunately this is 
common. If a student is complaining about this problem, 
refer him/her to the Student Help Desk, room C595.
2. Students don’t see the class - often this is caused 
by what I’ve found to be the most common mistake-- an 
instructor forgets to make the course available.  Another 
problem I’m finding is that more and more students are 
now assuming all professors use Blackboard and go for 
tech support when they can’t find a section, not realizing 
that their professor is not using Blackboard.  We may 
have reached the point where all professors need to 
announce  whether they will use Blackboard or not in 
the first class.  This information should also be clearly 
stated in syllabi.
3. Students aren’t receiving announcements 
and emails from their professors - it’s possible that the 
students emails aren’t linked to Blackboard or they are 
checking the wrong email.  Also, students’ Hostos email 
boxes may be full and need to be cleared.
4. Students say they don’t see documents that 
are posted - I find multiple causes for this, from looking 
in the wrong Blackboard area to not recognizing the 

document names.  Sometimes students do not realize what a 
document posted in Blackboard looks like.
5. Students can’t download documents - this is often 
caused by student confusion over the difference between a posted 
downloadable file and an item’s content that was posted directly 
to Blackboard.  Other causes include large document files that 
download too slowly.  Other times students are unfamiliar with the 
download procedure and mistakenly save it without ever realizing 
it. Sometimes the professor makes an error by posting a document  
in a format that’s not downloadable—usually as an item instead of 
a downloadable file.
6. Students can’t upload an assignment - this is becoming 
a more common complaint, mainly because different professors 
post assignments differently.  Many now use the Assignment tool 
in Blackboard, which creates a link for students to upload their 
assignments. Other professors, however, post their assignments 
as items or downloadable documents and students then submit 
assignments either by hardcopy or by email.  This division of 

assignment delivery methods among faculty 
is confusing for students enrolled in multiple 
courses. 
7. Students don’t know where to find 
support - I’ve talked to students that have 
walked into all different offices - IT, Academic 
Affairs, Registrar, Counseling, Academic 
Advisement, Library, searching for help.  One 
even went to Public Safety!  
As you can gather from reading these examples, 
one of the keys to effective use of Blackboard 

by your students is student-instructor communication. To use 
Blackboard successfully students do need to be computer literate 
and net savvy (most students are to varying degrees), but more 
importantly they need to understand how to navigate each specific 
course setup, be aware of how a course’s assets are presented, and 
to know the required operations to access those assets.
Now, finally, besides the instructor, where do students find 
Blackboard support?  On the Hostos campus, students have 
the option of going to the Student Help Desk in room C595 for 
in-person support by tech tutors.  Its extension is 718 319-6622.  
They can also go to the EdTech website for tutorials and 
information at oit.hostos.cuny.edu/edtech/for-students.  They can 
register online for student workshops at http://oit.hostos.cuny.edu/
edtech/for-students/student-workshops-online-registration/.  For 
faculty, the EdTech Media Center site at http://oit.hostos.cuny.edu/
edtech/media-center/ has information on Blackboard 9.1.  Faculty 
can also recieve support from EdTech in room C556 orthrough 
their department liaison.
A bit of good news is that, along with the upgrade to 9.1, CUNY 
and Blackboard have expanded and enhanced support for students 
and faculty. CUNY now has a Blackboard website, www.cuny.
edu/blackboard where faculty and student user guides can be 
found including both print and video tutorials. Information on 
both campus and CUNY-wide workshops and schedules can be 
found at this site.  A complete, comprehensive collection of Bb 9.1 
videos and print tutorials and information pertaining to Blackboard 

“Implementing 
the iPad in higher 
education means 
investigating and 
selecting the apps 
that might help you 
as an instructor”

“If you are using 

Blackboard in your course 

and students are having a 

problem with it, who should 

they see first?”

Finding Student Support for  
Blackboard 9.1
by George Rosa   

 
Where students can �nd Blackboard Support 

Student Help Desk 
    Location: Room C595  

Hrs:  Monday to Saturday, 8:00 AM - 8:00 PM 

In-Person Workshops:  
online registration at http://oit.hostos.cuny.edu/edtech/for-students/student-workshops-online-registration/

Online Support - video and print tutorials 
Hostos Edtech Website Student Support:  oit.hostos.cuny.edu/edtech/ for-students/ 

CUNY Blackboard Website: www.cuny.edu/Blackboard - click on User Guides  

Student Help Desk, Room C595
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instructors and students increased flexibility and provide 
new and better opportunities for interaction.”

“Mobile technologies also support learning experiences 
that are collaborative, accessible, and integrated with 
the world beyond the traditional classroom settings.  The 
benefits, however, do not come without challenges.”

Benefits:
• Great for people on the go.
• Content is accessible anytime, anywhere.
• It enhances interaction between and among students 

and instructors.
• It is great for just-in-time training or review of content.
• It can enhance student-centered learning.

• It can appeal to tech-savvy students because of the 
media-rich environment.

• It supports differentiation of student learning needs 
and personalized learning.7

• It reduces cultural and communication barriers 
between faculty and students by using communication 
channels that students like.8

• It Facilitates collaboration through synchronous and 
asynchronous communication.

Challenges:
• It may enable student cheating.  
• It can give tech-savvy students an advantage over non-

technical students.
• It can create a feeling of isolation or of being out-of-

the-loop for non-techies.
• It may require media to be reformatted or it may only 

recognize specific formats.
• It might render some content outdated because of rapid 

upgrades—here today, outdated tomorrow.
• It could require an additional learning curve for non-

technical students and faculty.
• It may be used as a new high-tech package for the 

same old dull and boring content.

• Mobile devices offer the venues for an eLearning 
environment that can be achieved from anywhere, 
anytime.  

Resources:

http://www.educause.edu/ero/article/are-you-ready-mo-
bile-learning 

Web-based Dynamic Presen-
tation Software
by Iber Poma

While attending a conference presentation, I expected the 
presenter to use Microsoft PowerPoint (most widely used 
presentation software) to conduct his presentation, but 
I was pleasantly mesmerized when the presenter instead 
used a web based presentation software known as Prezi to 
deliver his content. 

After the conference was over I was curious about the 
details of this dynamic web based software. I went to 
Prezi’s webpage http://prezi.com/ and have learned that it 
is free to use for people involved in academia, and most 
importantly you have the choice to make your presenta-
tions public or private. The software was so user-friend-
ly and the presentation can be so dynamic, I was hooked 
instantly.

If you happen to make your presentations public then 
anyone can copy and use your work and content at their 
own will. However, if you make them private you can 
safeguard and restrict access to your presentations. The 
whole point is you have the power to choose which settings 
you will use.

Another great feature is you can convert your PowerPoint 
files to Prezi by prezyfying your slides. The integrity of 
your original PowerPoint file is maintained but you can 
also take advantage of the many features available to you 
in Prezi.

You can use your iPad with prezi to create your presenta-
tions on the go. Your prezis are just a fingertip away. You 

Carlos Guevara Appointed 
Director of  EdTech

We are pleased to announce the appointment of Mr. 
Carlos Guevara as the new Director of EdTech.  Mr. 
Guevara has been part of EdTech (formerly OIT) since 
its creation in 2002 as a Multimedia Specialist, and 
Coordinator. His dedication to education and technology, 
and experience in the field have led him to engage in new 
challenges, and as Director of EdTech he foresees many 
accomplishments for EdTech and Hostos. Mr. Guevara 
holds a B.S., and Masters degrees in Computer Science, 
and is currently pursuing his Doctorate degree in In-
structional Technology at Teachers College, Columbia 
University.

Wilfredo Rodriguez joins 
EdTech as the new Coordinator 

EdTech welcomes Wilfredo Rodriguez as the new 
Coordinator of EdTech

Blackboard Breakfast
The first of many Blackboard Drives to promote the use of 
Blackboard and all the benefits it provides was held at 9:00 
to 11:30 am.  During the  Blackboard Breakfast, faculty had 
an opportunity to make your course available (if not done 
yet), and upload their syllabi. This was a great success, and 
more are planned.

EdTech Faculty Workshops
The Educational Technology Department invites you to 
participate in a series of workshops aimed to help you take 
full advantage of technology tools and strategies to enhance 
teaching and learning. These workshops are centered 
on experiences acquired through the use of different 
technologies in the classroom, and will demonstrate the 
pros and cons when used in the educational setting.
All  sessions  will  be  held  in  the  Faculty  Commons 
(C-559).Tofindoutexacttimesoftheworkshops,andto
register,goto: 
 
SMART Board Essentials Thursday, 9/13/12; Tuesday, 
10/09/12; Wednesday, 10/24/12
Blackboard Essentials Wednesday, 9/05/12; Tuesday, 
9/11/12; Thursday, 9/20/12; Thursday, 11/08/12; Monday, 
11/19/12
Blackboard Grade Center Tuesday, 9/04/12; Wednesday, 
9/19/12; Tuesday, 11/6/12; Tuesday, 11/20/12
 Blackboard Collaborate Thursday, 9/06/12; Tuesday, 
11/13/12; 
Web 2.0 Tools Wedneday, 2/29/12
Assessment Tools Wednesday, 10/17/12  

can view and present your prezis anywhere with simple, 
natural multi-touch gestures.

You can revise and retouch 
your prezis, correct typos 
and adjust your presentations 
o n - t h e - f l y . Prezi Viewer 
is the perfect c o m p a n i o n 
to your Prezi e x p e r i e n c e , 
and... it’s free! When you’ve 
downloaded a prezi file to 
your iPad you can access it 
offline. Downloaded prezis load even faster. 

The first step to use prezi is to create an account and prepare 
to be immersed in a quest to share with the world or simply 
create a masterpiece presentation.

What about training?

In the website Learn tab you will find well designed video 
tutorials to help you master the application. If you prefer to 
take a webinar, one is available to you through WebEx. You 
just need to register and learn.  Please contact us at edtech@
hostos.cuny.edu or the EdTech website to learn more about 
our workshops on these tools.

EdTech Newsroom

“Mobile technologies 
also support learning 
experiences that are col-
laborative, accessible, and 
integrated with the world 
beyond the traditional 
classroom settings.  The 
benefits, however, do not 
come without challenges.”
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by Carlos Guevara

This buzzword appeared in 2004, but 
became popular in 2010 especially due 
to the proliferation of online games and 
virtual worlds.  Most of the discussion 
about gamification centers the business 
industry and very little attention has 
been paid to the education field.

So, what is Gamification?
“Gamification is the infusion of game 
mechanics, game design techniques, 
and/or game style in any activity or 
application to make it more attractive 
and fun.” 

Adapted from: http://gamification.org/
wiki/Gamification 

In a nutshell, gamification is the use of 
the same game mechanics applied in 
games to engage gamers to, in the case 
of businesses, persuade customers to 
buy a product, use a website, or promote 
a brand.  In the case of education, 
these game strategies can be used to 
increase class participation, academic 
performance, and to motivate students 
to be active participants in their own 
learning.  Ultimately, gamification 
helps to build a more engaging and fun 
learning experience. 

How does it work?
The goal of gamification is to identify 
activities that need improvement, 
and apply game tactics to make it 
more stimulating to achieve greater 

results. There are three components 
in gamification that are important 
to understand in order to take full 
advantage of all its benefits:  

• Player journal:  A player’s experience 
and progression in the game (levels of  
difficulty), well-defined mechanics (rules, 
how it works), dynamics (motivation, 
discovery, surprise, competitiveness, 
etc.), and aesthetics (pride, surprise, 
curiosity, envy, trust, fun, etc.) at every 
level of  the game.

• Game flow: The design  of  a gamified 
activity with skills and challenge levels 
in mind.  Find a balance between these 
two factors.

• Engagement loops: A visible progress/
reward, a motivating emotion, social 
engagement, and re-engagement 
incentives.  

Keep these components in mind as you 
start brainstorming your gamifying 
class activities.

What are the benefits of using 
gamification in an educational context?

It increases:

•Self-motivation

•Participation (being part of the learning 
process)

•Engagement (wanting to learn)

•Desire to learn

•Self-confidence

It also: 
•Empowers students to take ownership 
of their own learning
•Makes learning a fun activity
Some examples from the business 
industry are companies that are using 
gamification concepts to attract their 
customers; for instance, Foursquare, 
Scvngr, Samsumg, Salesforce, Google, 
Badgeville, WightWatchers, Facebook, 
Twitter to name a few.  

Duit Lorem Ipsum Dolor
Ut Wisi Ad Laoreet Imperdiet
Duit Lorem Ipsum Dolor

Gamification in Education Is Here to Stay  

The Office of Educational Technology
Office of Academic Affairs
Hostos Community College
Visit us online at: http://oit.hostos.cuny.edu/edtech

Room C556
Monday - Friday 9:00AM to 5:30PM

718 319-7900
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We work to make technology an integral part of the 
academic
websites and develops all sorts of specialty applications. 
We also support the use of technology in teaching and 
learning. We want to enhance faculty development, 
provide students with a high level of computer literacy, 
and foster online education. Through collaboration with 
Academic Computing, we hope to empower faculty, 
serve students, and create a supportive environment for 
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